Take advantage of Lightning Experience, your key to faster results

The Salesforce Lightning Experience will help you push productivity higher, build apps faster, and work smarter. In this Accelerator, our specialist will show you the business value of transitioning to Lightning Experience, so you can take advantage of the benefits of Lightning more quickly and realize ROI faster.

What it can do for you
• Faster transition to the Lightning Experience.
• Realize your ROI faster.

How it works
A Certified Specialist will guide you through the process over a predetermined time frame. This will take place via 2 or 3 meetings with the Specialist. Your total time commitment will be 6 to 10 hours spread over 4-6 weeks.

Discovery
• Identify core salesforce use cases that are critical to your business.
• Understand your current challenges like poor adoption, lack of usability, etc.

Delivery
• Applicability of Lightning Experience to your existing use cases.
• Measure ROI Business Value of transitioning to lightning (optional).

Outcomes
• An understanding of the Business Value of Lighting Experience to your business.
• Realization of the ROI from transitioning to Lightning Experience.